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1. GENERAL

1.01 This section provides an index and information access system to locate the standard tests applicable to equipment listed in the preceding table of contents. Test classification and frequency of periodic routine are also provided.

1.02 This ETL is reissued to incorporate changes in paragraph 5.1. An arrow has been placed to the left of each line which has been changed.

1.03 Comments on this section should be made by following the instructions in Bell System Practices (BSP), Section 000-010-015.

1.04 Routine test information is arranged in the following order from left to right: Section number, issue/addendum, test letter or paragraph number, test title, test class, frequency, and the last space is for a locally assigned job number.

1.05 Section 010-300-011 provides Equipment Test List instructions.
SECTION 026-001-011

5.0 ROTARY SELECTORS

5.1 ROTARY SELECTORS; ROTARY SELECTORS

SELECT ONLY ONE CATEGORY

200-206-209B TYPE

026-706-701 (13/0)  2.01 CLEANING  MR *

2.02 TREATMENT OF BANKS AND ROTORS  MR 12M

2.03 LUBRICATION  MW 36M

2.33 HIGH-VOLTAGE INTERRUPTER CONTACT TEST  MW *

2.34 LOW-VOLTAGE INTERRUPTER CONTACT TEST  MW *

2.34 200-, 206-, AND 209-TYPE SEL & BANKS  MR 12M

204 TYPE

026-708-701 (7/0)  2.02 CLEANING & TREATING OF BANK CONTACTS & WIPERS  MR 12M

2.03 LUBRICATION  MW 24M

209A TYPE

026-706-701 (13/0)  2.01 CLEANING  MR *

2.03 LUBRICATION  MW 36M

2.33 HIGH-VOLTAGE INTERRUPTER CONTACT TEST  MW *

2.34 LOW-VOLTAGE INTERRUPTER CONTACT TEST  MW *

2.02 TREATMENT OF BANKS AND ROTORS  MR 12M

2.35 INTERRUPTER CONTACT BREAK-209A SELECTOR  MW *

2.35 200-, 206-, AND 209-TYPE SEL & BANKS  MR 12M

211 TYPE

026-706-701 (13/0)  2.01 CLEANING  MR *

2.03 LUBRICATION  MW 36M

2.33 HIGH-VOLTAGE INTERRUPTER CONTACT TEST  MW *

2.34 LOW-VOLTAGE INTERRUPTER CONTACT TEST  MW *

2.34 200-, 206-, AND 209-TYPE SEL & BANKS  MR 12M

2.02 TREATMENT OF BANKS AND ROTORS  MR 12M

2.34 211-TYPE SELECTOR AND BANKS  MR 6M

TROUBLE TESTS

026-706-501 (1/0)  3.01 LINE SWITCHES  TT

3.06 OTHER NO. 200 TYPE SELECTORS  TT

026-706-701 (13/0)  2.01 2.01, 2.05-2.23, AND 2.35 PART 2  TT

026-706-711 (3/0)  3.01 (3.01-3.11) METHOD  TT

026-706-712 (2/0)  3.01 (3.01-3.07 & 4.01-4.06) VOLTAGE TESTS  TT

026-708-701 (7/0)  2.01 (2.01; 2.05-2.14; & 2.17-2.37) REQTS  TT